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1. Next FCID meeting:
   Sometime in September, Kathy Basirico will set up a time

2. Decide on the membership and discussion topics for the panel discussion on “Sensitive Issues in the Classroom” which will take place at New Faculty Orientation in September

3. Specifics on what we should do to help faculty searches next year
   - Prepare a one-page list of ways FCID can try to help departments, which Dave would distribute to all Chairs
   - Offer to meet with diversity candidates (perhaps take them to lunch)
   - Offer to network to diversify the applicant pool
   - Suggest other venues in which to place job ads

4. Subjects for future meetings?
   - Discuss the progress so far on establishing a mentoring program for new faculty
   - Put together a list of campus groups working to promote diversity at Union (FCID, Allies, COT....)